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‘Ian Barbour’s distinguished and distinctive contribution
to the increasingly creative dialogue between science and
religion is, in this volume, celebrated by an appropriately
matching collection of distinguished and distinctive
essays on the variegated themes of his work. It provides
valuable surveys of the past and insightful pointers to the
future of this dialogue which is so essential for the
vitality, fruitfulness and beneficence of both science and
religion’.
Arthur P
eacocke, FFormer
ormer Director of the Ian R
amsey
Peacocke,
Ramsey
Centre, University of Oxford

‘Ian Barbour is an unparalleled leader in the
contemporary dialogue between science and religion.
This volume is a wonderful witness from key scholars in
the field to the breadth, depth and integrity of his
contribution. It also offers fresh and exciting insights on
the diverse range of key issues we face as we move into a
new moment in this dialogue.’
Denis Edwards, School of Theology
Theology,, Flinders University
University,,
South Australia

Fifty Years in Science and Religion brings together nineteen
leading scholars in the field to offer an appreciative yet
critical assessment of the impact of Barbour’s work on
science and religion and to point ahead towards future
critical areas, goals and tasks that await new research and
visionary exploration. This book includes a unique
autobiography by Barbour in which for the first time he
shares and reflects on his life and work, and a detailed
bibliography of Barbour’s works. Together, the authors
demonstrate how Barbour’s writings and the hundreds of
scholars who have now become part of the field have
changed the course of intellectual history in the West.
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O. Ingram; Nancey Murphy; W. Mark Richardson; Robert John
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